We present observations of energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) in the shadow of Mars by the neutral particle imager (NPI), part of the ASPERA-3 experiment on-board Mars Express. The observations are well into the umbra, where the count rates are low, and contamination by UV light minimal. We present statistics over all available observations, from the 2004 and the early 2005 eclipse seasons. We investigate skymaps of the observations, and their time dependence, and try infer the different origins of the observed fluxes: instrumental effects, ENAs from Mars and its interaction with the solar wind, and ENAs of possibly heliospheric origin. We also study the time evolution of the observed signals. It is found that most of the observed emissions are consistent with UV, but some are not, suggesting ENA fluxes -Mars related and non-Mars related.
Introduction
The Neutral Particle Imager (NPI) is part of the ASPERA-3 experiment The ASPERA-3 instrument is comprised of four sensors; two ENA sensors, an electron spectrometer and an ion mass spectrometer.
The NPI provides measurements of the integral energetic neutral atom (ENA) flux with no mass or energy resolution but high angular resolution. The sensor utilizes reflection and ion sputtering from a graphite surface to detect ENAs and suppress the UV background. NPI is a replica of the ENA sensor used in the ASPERA-C experiment on the Mars-96 mission 2 and was successfully flown on the Swedish microsatellite Astrid 3 , launched in 1995. The UV suppression is not perfect, and we will later discuss how to separate ENAs from UV in the data. The second ENA sensor, the neutral particle detector (NPD), provides measurements of the ENA flux, resolving velocity and mass (H and O) with a coarser angular resolution. ENAs incident on a surface at a grazing angle of 15
• are reflected and cause secondary electrons used for a start signal. The reflected ENAs hit a second surface and again produce secondary electrons utilized for a stop signal. Time-of-flight electronics give the ENA velocity. The pulse-height distribution of the stop signals roughly determine the ENA mass. The NPD sensor is a new development.
ASPERA-3 provides the first ever ENA measurements in the solar wind energy range at another planet. In this work we describe, and discuss, NPI measurements in the shadow of Mars during the 2004 and early 2005 eclipse seasons.
Background
The NPI measure the integral ENA flux (in the energy range 0.1-60 keV) with no mass or energy resolution, but with good angular resolution. The incoming ENAs are detected by 32 sectors in a plane for a 360 degree field of view (FOV), with a 5 degree FOV perpendicular to the plane. Here we number the sectors from 0 to 31. The direction between sector 0 and 31 is NPI's x-axis, along the Mars Express z-axis that points toward the center of the planet during nadir observations. Sectors 15 and 16 are physically blocked and the count rates should be on the noise level, but we see higher count rates in the data from these sectors. This is an instrumental effect that is not yet understood, and these sectors should be disregarded if they appear in any plot (they are not used in any of the analysis of this paper).
The time resolution is one second, so the raw data is 30 integer counts every second. ASPERA-3's main unit is mounted on a scanning platform which means that the NPI can rotate around its x-axis when the scanner is operated. Here we will only discuss observations when the scanner was not operated. Then NPI is fix relative the spacecraft with its FOV plane perpendicular to MEX's y-axis (and the axis of the solar panels). Sector 8 is looking in the general direction of MEX x-axis (and the high-gain antenna). An illustration of the NPI geometry is shown in Fig. 1 9 , is of too low energy (13 eV) to be detected by the NPI, since the NPI only is sensitive to neutrals with an energy of at least 200 eV (see Fig. 11 ) and the energy of the interstellar neutral helium will be below this energy even if we account for Mars' orbital velocity, and the gravitational acceleration of Mars and the Sun.
However, many different observations hint at the existence of other interplanetary fluxes of neutral atoms (no direct observations have been made), as described by Collier et al 10 . Such streams might have energies in the keV range, detectable by the NPI. The most promising part of Mars Express' orbit to search for such streams is in the shadow of the planet since we then do not have any direct solar UV light contamination, and the flux of ENAs from the Mars-solar wind interaction should be low.
In Fig. 2 we see an example of the raw data from an eclipse observation.
Mars Express' orbit goes into the shadow at different time periods (eclipse seasons). The data analyzed here is from two different eclipse seasons, one in 2004 and one in early 2005. This is summarized in Table 1 . Fig. 3 shows the eclipse part of the orbit, and how it evolves during these two eclipse seasons.
To avoid the ENA fluxes at entry and exit of eclipses (probably ENAs produced by solar wind-exosphere charge exchange that then are scattered by elastic collisions in the exosphere) we restrict the examined data to observations when the spacecraft is at least 0.15 Martian radii inside the Table 1 . From left to right the yz-, xz-, and xy-planes in the Mars Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate system, where the x-axis is toward the Sun, the z-axis is perpendicular to the planet's velocity, in the northern ecliptic hemisphere, and the y-axis completes the right handed system (and is approximately opposite to Mars' velocity vector).
umbra (if not otherwise noted). We call these observations deep umbra observations. The value of 0.15 was chosen after examining how the count rates depend on distance inside the umbra for all the observations. It was found that the countrates level off inside this region, as illustrated in Fig. 2b . Examples of NPI's FOV in ecliptic coordinates are shown in Fig. 4 with Mars' limb and center also indicated. During Earth communication the NPI FOV plane is in the ecliptic plane. During nadir observations, inertial observations, and slews, the NPI observes other directions. To examine the NPI observations in ecliptic coordinates we would like to make sky maps where all the sectors contribute. A complication is that different sectors have different responses to ENAs. Their sensitivity and background noise levels are different. We can use ground calibration values to solve this inter-sector normalization problem, but we think that the inflight values are slightly different, and that they have changed between 2004 and 2005. Here we use ground calibration values for the sectors' relative sensitivities, and we compute the noise level (dark currents) for each sector from observations, as shown and explained in Table 2 . The noise level was estimated by binning the eclipse observations in 60 second bins, and the smallest average count rate was chosen as a noise level estimate for each season. It would have been preferable to also do an in-flight estimate of the the sectors' relative sensitivities, and attempts has been made, e.g., to identify times when different sectors look in the same direction close in time, but no good estimates were achieved. There is also priority effect due to Table 2 . Inter-sector normalizations. The normalized counts for sector i, v i , is computed from the raw counts, u i , as v i = (u i − α i )/β i . The relative sensitivities, β i , are from ground calibrations, and the off-sets (dark currents), α i , are estimated from minimum deep umbra count rates averaged in 60 second bins, for respective year. the electronics, where some counts are shifted to higher numbered sectors that we have not attempted to compensate for in the present analysis. This effect can be viewed as a reduction of the in-plane angular resolution of the sensor, since we get a smoothing between adjacent sectors. During calibrations, the effect was responsible for moving approximately 40% of the counts in sector n to sector n + 1.
The position of the spacecraft and the look directions of the NPI sectors as a function of time were computed using the CSPICE 11 subroutine package. The raw data was processed using pkttool-1.103. The data and geometry information was merged into a text file that subsequently was read into Matlab for further processing and display. The software is available from the authors upon request.
Observations
Using the inter-sector normalization described in the previous section, we can compute skymaps for the NPI deep eclipse data that show the average count rate as a function of look direction ecliptic longitude and latitude. For each one-second observation, we first do an inter-sector normalization, according to Table 2 , of the counts from each sector, then deposit the count in the cell that corresponds to the sector's boresight direction, and also accumulate the observation time on the grid. This is done for all the data to be included. In Fig. 5 we show the logarithm of the total time and counts accumulated for each cell on the longitude-latitude grid. Finally, by dividing the accumulated counts in each cell by the total observation time we get an average count rate.
Such sky maps for 2004 and 2005 are shown in Fig. 6 . In 2004 we note signals from the general Mars direction (see Fig. 4 for Mars' approximate location). These are probably charge exchange ENAs from the Mars-solar wind interaction and UV scattered and refracted in Mars' atmosphere. In this coordinate system, Mars will not have constant size and position during an orbit and from orbit to orbit, but for the deep umbra data the change is small (Mars can increase in apparent size by 50 degrees) and does not affect the different signals discussed later on. Another signal is seen coming from Mars' ram direction (the direction of the planets velocity vector) around 200
• longitude. We will get back to this signal in the 2005 data. Note that there is also a signal from below the ecliptic near 0 longitude. We also see that the coverage out of the ecliptic is sparse during 2004. The cell size of the longitude-latitude grid was chosen smaller than the sector FOV (128 × 64 cells). Since we have many observations, we can achieve this superresolution. In 2005 we have more observations away from the ecliptic plane and we directly see the very strong emissions from below the ecliptic plane. These correspond well with the galactic plane.
The different characteristics of the individual sectors (sensitivity and M. Holmström et al. noise level as discussed in the previous section) in a way make the NPI composed of 30 different sensors. Therefore, one has to be careful when comparing observations from different sectors. That the strong signals seen in the sky maps are not artifacts of the normalization and averaging of different sectors has been checked by identifying the signals in the time serie of individual sectors, and it is also possible to see the features discussed if one looks at sky maps for individual sectors.
Analysis
The • Compare the observed sky maps with UV sky maps.
• Examine the time evolution of the signals. Stellar UV sources should be stable in position and intensity over time.
• Examine data from other ENA detectors to identify similar signals.
Assuming an hydrogen ENA signal in the 1 keV range, the current possibilities are the NPD on MEX and LENA 12 on IMAGE. This is a topic for future studies.
Below we will address the first two items, but first of all: Could we be seeing something else than ENAs or UV, e.g., X-rays? Probably not, comparison with published sky maps in other wavelengths show no similarities to the features in Fig. 6 .
Let us now compare the NPI skymaps in Fig. 6 with a UV skymap. In Fig. 7 we show SOHO/SWAN UV sky maps 13 . To the left in ecliptic and to the right in galactic coordinates. At the top is the original data, and at the bottom the same data smoothed by an NPI sector angular response function Appendix A. The Milky Way is clearly visible both in the Fig. 7 . SOHO/SWAN all-sky UV Maps on one degree resolution longitude-latitude grids in the unit of Rayleighs. The instrument is sensitive to the wavelengths 117-180 nm. The top row shows the raw images and in the bottom row we have convolved the images with the response function of one NPI sector (from calibrations). The left column is in ecliptic coordinates, and the right is in galactic coordinates. Note that the intensity ranges in the plots were chosen to enhance the features. The maximum in the raw images is 65 kR and 5 kR in the smoothed images. Data provided by Teemu Mäkinen on behalf of the SWAN team.
UV and NPI skymaps. In ecliptic coordinates it is the U-shaped structure. We can note that by comparing countrates in Fig. 6 and intensity in In Fig. 7 we can estimate the UV response of the NPI: 1 kR (uniformly over a sector) corresponds approximately to 10 counts per second, assuming that the galactic emissions are only UV. We can also compare the lower right plate in Fig. 6 with the NPI sky-map in galactic coordinates shown in Fig. 8 . Most of the strong UV signals in the galactic plane correspond well to the NPI measurements. The UV source at longitude -150 is however an exception.
Turning now to the time evolution of the observed signals. We see in Fig. 6 that there is a source in the ecliptic around longitude 200 degrees how the galactic plane signals evolve over time. We see a clear change of the signal at around -45 degrees longitude over time. This change is present even if we only look at counts from the hemisphere away from Mars, excluding a Mars related source. 
Discussion
The NPI has observed ENA and UV fluxes in the shadow of Mars in 2004 and 2005. The position of most of the strongest emissions in the NPI sky maps correspond fairly well to UV sources, but there is at least one signal that shifts position between the years, indicating that there are ENAs in this signal and that the ENAs seem not to be related to the Mars-solar wind interaction (they are well away from the Mars direction). In addition, there are ENAs seen in the eclipse that emanates from the Mars-solar wind interaction judging from the direction they come from (near Mars' limb).
There does not seem to be any obvious correlation between the NPI observations and the neutral streams discussed by Collier et al 10 ., since those fluxes have incoming directions of 260-290 degrees ecliptic longitude, and we have not identified any possible neutral atom fluxes from these directions in the NPI data. However, all previous observations of interplanetary ENAs are indirect (except the ISN observations 9 ). Thus, it is difficult to rule out that there is a connection between the NPI observations and previous observations. The next step in this investigation is to identify features that change over time and examine the response of individual sectors to these signals, and how they vary over time. Also, one should investigate if any such signal can be identified in MEX NPD or IMAGE LENA data (this would confirm that a signal is interplanetary since IMAGE is in Earth orbit), detectors that are not UV sensitive. Since these detectors also have velocity resolution, we could get more information on the ENA populations seen. A future comparison with measurements by the ASPERA-4 NPI sensor onboard ESA's Venus Express mission could also confirm or rule out a possible interplanetary ENA signal. Venus Express is scheduled to arrive at the planet in April 2006.
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Appendix A. NPI Angular and Energy Response
Here we present the NPI angular response, as used in the smoothing of the UV skymap in Figure 7 . The angular response was measured during on-ground calibrations with an MCP bias voltage of -2500 V and is shown in Table 3 .
We also show the NPI energy response from calibrations in Figure 11 . Given an inter-sector normalized count rate, v i , as defined in Table 2 Table 3 . The NPI response azimuth-elevation, 31 × 14, matrix for one sector. The unit is arbitrary, and normalized to a maximum value of 1. The sum of all entries is 82.0539, so to get a smoothing mask with a unit sum we should divide each entry by that number. We define the boresight direction at the maximum element, (17, 8). The step in azimuth and elevation is one degree, so element (i, j) at row i, column j, gives the response in azimuth i − 17 degrees, and elevation j − 8 degrees relative the boresight direction. 
